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1. ABSTRACT

Cancer may induce weight loss and cachexia, and cancer treatment may contribute to nutritional impairment. Here, we review the literature on the mechanisms of cancer cachexia and the pharmacological interventions both in use in clinical practice and currently under development. Based on this analysis, several nutritional proposals for cancer patients are suggested and the importance of good nutritional status in candidates for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is highlighted.

2. INTRODUCTION

Cancer can cause profound metabolic alterations that may affect the host’s nutritional needs for protein, carbohydrate, fat, vitamin, and minerals (1). Symptoms such as anorexia, early satiety, changes in smell and taste, and disturbances in the gastrointestinal tract are common side effects of cancer treatment that can lead to an inadequate nutrient intake and subsequent malnutrition (2). Substantial weight loss and poor nutritional status are reported in more than 50% of patients at the time of diagnosis (3). Nutritional screening and assessment should
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take place during treatment planning, with a focus on evaluation of dietary status and identification of treatment-related symptoms that may affect nutritional status. Such evaluation is particularly important when considering the data regarding the association among weight loss, cancer cachexia, and poor outcomes in cancer patients.

Over the past several years, research has helped elucidate the mechanisms behind cancer cachexia, and several pharmacologic agents that may reverse the syndrome are now available in clinical practice or under development. Cancer patients are often highly motivated to seek information regarding food choices and dietary supplements (DS) that may improve their treatment outcomes, quality of life, and survival. Thus, most patients use DS during all phases of cancer treatment, even though most conventional oncologists recommend complete avoidance of all supplements and have very little information regarding their effects (4). However, a closer look at the literature in this area does not support a blanket interdiction. A variety of DS may provide benefits to cancer patients, facilitating relief from such cancer-treatment associated symptoms such as mucositis, intestinal toxicity, neuropathy, and nausea.

An association between poor survival and increased morbidity has been identified in one specific patient population: malnourished patients undergoing hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) (5). Due to this association and the high risk of malnutrition in HSCT candidates, nutritional status has gained particular relevance among clinicians aiming to develop HSCT conditioning regimens and avoid the development of therapy-related toxicity.

3. CACHEXIA

3.1. Impact on cancer

The weight loss frequently observed in advanced cancer patients has long been known to be associated with adverse outcomes. Up to 50% of cancer patients suffer from cachexia, defined as progressive atrophy of adipose tissue and skeletal muscle. Cachexia not only results in weight loss and reduced quality of life and survival but is also the direct cause of up to 20% of all cancer deaths due to immobility and cardiac/respiratory failure (6). Cancer cachexia may be clinically defined as the involuntary loss of more than 5% of pre-morbid weight within a 6-month period (7).

Loss of body weight in cancer patients is due to loss of fat and muscle in equal proportion (8). Cancer cachexia thus differs from simple starvation, in which more than three-quarters of body weight loss is due to loss of adipose mass, and only a small amount due to loss of muscle mass. In addition, cancer cachexia leads to specific loss of skeletal muscle, 75% of which may be depleted just prior to death, while visceral proteins are preserved and may even increase (9). In contrast, the losses of visceral mass and skeletal muscle in anorexia nervosa are proportional. Thus, although anorexia frequently accompanies cachexia, it is unlikely to play a major role in tissue loss, especially skeletal muscle (10).

3.2. Mechanisms of cancer cachexia

Although recent years have seen increased understanding of the mechanisms of loss of both adipose tissue and skeletal muscle in cancer cachexia, only the first step in the development of clinical therapy has been taken. Skeletal muscle wasting is now known to be due to decreased muscle protein synthesis, increased muscle protein degradation, or a combination of both.

Evidence suggests that cancer-related depression in skeletal muscle protein synthesis may be related to increased serum levels of tumor-released proteolysis-inducing factor (PIF), a 24-kDa sulfated glycoprotein produced by cachexia-inducing tumors (11). Similar to PIF, angiotensin II may contribute to decreasing muscle protein synthesis by affecting the initiation of protein translation (12). Cancer-related depression in skeletal muscle protein synthesis may also be attributed to decreased phosphorylation of intramuscular amino acid-signaling molecules of mammalian target of rapamycin and its downstream target p70 S6 kinase, which have a role in the translation-initiation phase of protein synthesis or in the decreased level of physical activity consequent to weakness and fatigue (13-14).

Increased skeletal muscle proteolysis in cancer may be attributable to several mechanisms, including activation of proteolytic systems within the skeletal muscle and increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines, tumor-released PIF, and angiotensin II. Two skeletal muscle proteolytic systems have been particularly implicated in cancer-related skeletal muscle protein degradation: the nonlysosomal calcium-dependent protease system, a member of a family of Ca²⁺-activated cysteine proteases known as calpains, and the ATP-dependent ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) (15-16). Elevated serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines, in particular tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and IL-6, are also reported to play a role in cancer-related skeletal muscle wasting (17-18). Similar to proinflammatory cytokines, PIF and angiotensin II cytokines increase muscle protein degradation by activation of the UPS (11, 13).

In a study of the adipose tissue pathways involved in the weight loss in cancer cachexia, Dahlman et al. detected 2 major pathways using gene expression profiling techniques (19). Specifically, they found that genes involved in pathways regulating energy turnover (i.e., regulating electron transport, fatty-acid degradation, oxidative phosphorylation, and the Krebs TCA cycle) were up-regulated, whereas genes involved in a number of pathways related to cellular adhesion and maintenance of the extracellular matrix and actin cytoskeleton were down-regulated. Moreover, they found that cachexia patients experienced no change in fat cell number but did experience a decrease in fat cell volume. Based on these findings, they hypothesized that changes in fat cell volume were secondary to increased lipid oxidation, enhanced lipid mobilization from adipose tissue, and adaptation of the
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extracellular matrix. Interestingly, they observed no changes in the expression of inflammatory genes, suggesting that adipose tissue is not the source of the increased systemic inflammatory activity observed in cachexia patients. Consistent with these data, a lipid-mobilizing factor has been identified in both murine models and humans that acts as a mediator of fat cell lipolysis in cancer cachexia. However, increased expression of TNF-alpha, another possible mediator of direct lipolysis, has not been observed in cancer cachexia (20-21).

3.3. Medical management

The best means of management of cancer cachexia is cure of the cancer causing it. Unfortunately, this is an infrequent achievement in patients with advanced solid tumors. Nutritional intake to counteract weight loss may be another therapeutic option. However, enhanced nutrition is not able to reverse the wasting process associated with cachexia. Interestingly, nutritional supplementation, with or without appetite stimulants, increases body fat but fails to increase lean muscle mass in weight-losing cancer patients (22). Administration of pharmacological agents able to affect appetite or to target specific signaling pathways/cachectic mediators represents another manner of intervention. Progestagens (medroxyprogesterone acetate and megestrol acetate) appear to be able to increase body weight (mainly water and fat mass) and improve cestogenes is and quality of life, but have not been proven to increase lean body mass (22-24). Corticosteroids appear equally effective and are widely used, but are not suitable for chronic use due to side effects (25).

Drugs able to inhibit the synthesis and/or release of cytokines, such as eicosapentaenoic acid and melatonin; inhibit cytokine activity, such as anti-cytokine antibodies (e.g., anti-TNF-alpha MoAb infliximab) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-12 and IL-15); or inhibit proteasome activity (e.g., bortezomib) have failed to demonstrate exhaustive results in humans (26-28). Drugs currently under evaluation include 1) thalidomide, which is being studied due to its immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory properties; 2) cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors, which are being studied due to their role in suppression of systemic inflammation; 3) ghrelin, a peptide that stimulates GH secretion, promotes food intake, and decreases sympathetic nerve activity; 4) insulin, which increases body fat throughout the body, particularly in the trunk and leg compartments, but not lean tissue mass; 5) branched-chain amino acids, which appear to increase skeletal muscle wet weight and performance in experimental models of cancer cachexia; 6) oxandrolone, which affects lean body mass; 7) olanzapine, which exerts activity on weight and nutrition; and 8) PIF antagonists, which have been found to attenuate muscle wasting in both experimental cachexia models and clinical research (13, 29-37).

4. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING NUTRITION AND FOOD CHOICES OF CANCER PATIENTS

Protein, carbohydrate, and fat contribute energy (calories) to the diet and are available from a wide variety of foods. Currently, the recommended level of fat intake in the diet ranges between 20% and 35% of total energy intake. Saturated fat intake should be limited to less than 10% and trans-fatty acid intake to less than 3% of total energy intake (38). Intake of foods rich in omega-3 fatty acids (e.g., fish and walnuts) should be encouraged (39-41), as they have specific properties that ameliorate cachexia, improve quality of life, and even enhance the effects of some treatments and lower the risk of cardiovascular disease. Adequate protein intake is also essential. Intake of foods low in saturated fat (e.g., fish, lean meat, poultry, eggs, non- and low-fat dairy products, nuts, seeds, and legumes) is the best means to meet protein needs. An intake of 10% to 35% of energy from protein, or at least 0.8 g/kg of body weight, is recommended for the general population, and should be extended to cancer patients (38). Healthful carbohydrate sources are foods rich in essential nutrients, such as vitamins and minerals, which could potentially affect cancer progression, as well as in phytochemicals and fiber, and include vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and legumes. These foods, which should provide the majority of carbohydrates in the diet, are low energy density foods that promote satiety, and may thus promote healthy weight management (42). In the general population, the recommended level of carbohydrates in the diet ranges from 45% to 65% of the total energy intake (38). Sugars, including honey, raw sugar, brown sugar, high-fructose corn syrup, and molasses, together with beverages such as soft drinks and many fruit-flavored drinks, add substantial amounts of calories to the diet but do not contribute many nutrients, and should thus be limited in a balanced diet. In addition to fiber, whole grains are rich in a variety of compounds that have antioxidant activity, such as phenolic acids, flavonoids, and tocopherols; hormonal activity, such as lignans; and compounds that may influence lipid metabolism, such as phytosteroids and unsaturated fatty acids. All these compounds and their biological effects have been hypothesized to reduce the risk and the progression of cancer as well as cardiovascular disease (43).

5. DIETARY SUPPLEMENTATION AND CHEMOTHERAPY

Most cancer patients take DS during all phases of cancer treatment (4). Despite their increasing use by cancer patients, most oncologists recommend complete avoidance of all DS that are advocated by complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). However, a closer look at the literature in this area does not support a blanket interdiction (Table 1). Evidence of harm remains largely theoretical, while evidence of benefits in some cases may warrant active recommendation. One of the risks of CAM therapy that has been reported is refusal to undergo curative conventional treatment while undergoing CAM therapy. However, data show that only a minority of patients choose to use only CAM, while the vast majority uses CAM concurrently with conventional treatment (44). The use of contaminated or adulterated DS has also been suggested to be a risk, but efforts have been made to ensure DS quality and provide manufacturer guidelines.

In addition, relatively few herbal products have toxic components that are not recommended for general use. For example, hepato-toxicity has been reported to be
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Table 1. Recommended dietary supplements during chemotherapy and their predominant action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dietary supplement</th>
<th>Field of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha-tocopherol, beta-carotene, vitamin C, niacin, selenium, coenzyme Q, zinc</td>
<td>Antioxidants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical mushrooms and mushrooms-derived polysaccharide preparations (i.e. PSK, Agaricus Blazei, Avemar)</td>
<td>Immune Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine</td>
<td>Mucositis, intestinal toxicity, neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamine E (alpha-tocopherol)</td>
<td>Mucositis, neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc supplementation</td>
<td>Mucositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probiotics (i.e. Lactobacillus rhamnosus)</td>
<td>Intestinal toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>Nausea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

associated with some common herbs, such as chaparral (Larrea tridentate), comfrey (Symphytum officinale), and kava (Piper methysticum) (45).

Oncologists have also raised concerns regarding herb–drug interactions and the interference of herbs with drug activity. The proposed mechanism of this interference is the ability of herbal products to affect the cytochrome P450 enzyme system, which is crucial in the metabolism of a number of chemotherapy agents. Other potential mechanisms that have been reported are the action of adenosine triphosphate-binding cassette transporters, such as P-glycoprotein, and multidrug resistance associated with protein-1 and breast cancer resistance protein (46). Based largely on preclinical data, specific cautions have been reported for garlic, ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), soy (Glycine max), ginseng (Panax ginseng), valerian (Valeriana officinalis), and kava (46). However, these data have not been confirmed by human studies.

Moreover, the interference of DS and herbs in coagulation is largely based on case reports whose results have not been confirmed by pharmacological studies (49). Concerns about the use of herbal therapies with in vitro hormonal activity among patients with hormone-sensitive patients, such as black cohosh for breast cancer patients, has not been proven to be valid in human studies (50).

Oxidative stress, defined as a disturbance in the equilibrium between reactive oxygen species and detoxifying antioxidant systems, can be involved in the pathophysiology of many diseases, including tumors (51). A free radical is an atom or molecule that has at least one unpaired electron, and is therefore unstable and highly reactive. Free radicals generated during cancer treatments are responsible for cellular damage and the killing of malignant as well as normal cells. Antioxidants, which are defined as molecules that neutralize free radicals before vital molecules are damaged, include nutrients (e.g., vitamins A, C, and E; carotenoids; selenium; flavonoids/polyphenols; lycopene; lutein; lignans; coenzyme Q10; and glutathione) and enzymes synthesized in the body (e.g., superoxide dismutase, catalase, and glutathione peroxidase) that need the presence of micronutrients (e.g., copper, iron, manganese, zinc, and selenium) (52).

Although intake of antioxidant-rich foods is commonly associated with reduced risk for a variety of cancers, the use of antioxidants, either singly or in formulas, as preventative agents for cancers is not supported by large randomized trials (53). Clinicians cite fear of decreasing effectiveness of conventional therapy as a major concern for the use of antioxidants during chemotherapy and radiotherapy, and can refer to a large amount of pre-clinical data and limited data from human studies to support their fear. In fact, higher rates of local recurrence as well as higher all-cause mortality were found in a group of subjects with head-and-neck cancer undergoing radiation and taking a combination of antioxidants (400-IU alpha-tocopherol and 30 mg beta-carotene), compared to a group taking a placebo (54).

Similarly, a trend toward reduction in disease-free survival (p = 0.08) was identified in a group of 90 women who had taken large doses of beta-carotene, vitamin C, niacin, selenium, coenzyme Q10, and zinc during conventional therapy in comparison with matched controls (55).

Other data have failed to demonstrate that antioxidant therapy causes harm to patients undergoing chemotherapy. In a study of a group of 136 advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients, a form of combined antioxidant therapy (6,100-mg ascorbic acid, 1,050-mg dl-alpha-tocopherol, and 60-mg beta-carotene per day) neither improved the response rate nor increased toxicity (56). The greatest proponent of vitamin C use, Linus Pauling, asserted that terminal cancer patients can benefit from high-dose (10 gm) vitamin C therapy. Pauling based his assertion on his finding of a greater rate of male survival at 300 days and a greater number of survivors after 1 year (24% versus 0.4%) in a cohort of 100 untreated control patients compared to a historical control group of 1,000 patients (57). Two subsequent randomized, controlled trials by other investigators failed to confirm any significant benefit from high-dose vitamin C therapy, but observed no significant toxicity with its use (58-59).

A variety of natural products have been shown to provide benefits to cancer patients, either in terms of overall quality of life or relief of specific symptoms associated with cancer treatment, such as mucositis, intestinal toxicity, neuropathy, and nausea.

Medicinal mushrooms and mushroom-derived polysaccharide preparations have been investigated as immune modulators and adjuvant agents in cancer in both in vitro and animal studies, as well as in some human clinical trials. One of the best-studied preparation has been a protein-bound polysaccharide extract (PSK) of the medicinal mushroom Trametes versicolor, also called
Coriolus versicolor. A randomized trial of 207 stage II and III colorectal cancer patients showed that administering 3 g/day of PSK during the provision of conventional therapy significantly increased the 5-year disease-free survival rate (p = 0.038) and decreased the relative risk of regional metastasis (60-61). These results were confirmed by a meta-analysis of 3 trials involving 1,894 patients with colorectal cancer that found a significant improvement in overall survival (p = 0.006) and disease-free survival (p = 0.003) in those taking PSK (62). PSK therapy was also found to significantly increase survival rate (p = 0.0180) in a meta-analysis of 8,009 gastric cancers patients in 8 randomized, controlled trials (63). A number of other medicinal mushrooms that have been tested in cancer patients have yielded variable results. In one study, administration of an extract of the mushroom Agaricus blazei to 100 patients with gynecological cancers (cervical, ovarian, or endometrial) undergoing conventional chemotherapy (carboplatin, etoposide, or taxol) was found to increase NK activity (p < 0.002), as well as decrease many chemotherapy-related effects, such as appetite loss, alopecia, and weakness (64). Avmar, a fermented wheat germ extract standardized to methoxy-substituted benzoquinones and registered as medical nutriment, has also been shown to benefit cancer patients. In a cohort trial, 66 patients with colorectal cancer who took 9 g/day of Avmar for 6 months experienced fewer recurrences, new metastases, or death and a significant increase in both disease-free and overall survival compared to a control group of 104 colorectal cancer patients undergoing conventional treatment (65).

Mucositis is a common side effect of chemotherapy that contributes significantly to patient morbidity via decreased quality of life and interference with proper nutrition. Administration of glutamine, both intravenously and orally as a swish-and-swallow mouthwash, appears to prevent and treat oral mucositis.

In one study, head-and-neck patients treated with 0.4 g/kg/day of intravenous glutamine while undergoing chemotherapy experienced lower incidence of mucositis (p = 0.035) and less severe mucositis (p = 0.007) and pain (p = 0.008) (66). In another study, only 1 of 9 patients with inflammatory breast cancer receiving 0.5 g/kg/day of oral glutamine and neoadjuvant methotrexate followed by Adriamycin experienced grade 1 mucositis, and all showed a good response to chemotherapy and no glutamine-related toxicity (67). However, in a large phase III trial of 134 subjects undergoing 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy, administration of 4 g of oral glutamine twice a day did not decrease the severity of symptoms or pain (68). The possible reasons for the failure to find benefit may have been pretreatment with ice, the short retention time in the mouth, or the minor effectiveness of the 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy.

Topical application of 100 mg of vitamin E to the mouth of children receiving a variety of different chemotherapeutic agents has been found to improve mucositis significantly (69). Likewise, administration of 400 mg/ml of Vitamin E oil twice per day to 18 patients undergoing a variety of different chemotherapy regimens resolved pre-existing mucositis in all but one patient (70). Zinc supplementation has been shown to be effective in preventing and treating mucositis in head-and-neck patients during radiation therapy (71). Herbal therapies (e.g., aloe vera; chamomile extract mouthwashes; and Traumeel, a homeopathic remedy containing Arnica montana and other substances) have shown mixed results (72-74). Administration of proteolytic enzymes, such as papain, trypsin and chymotrypsin, appears beneficial in preventing mucositis and skin reactions in head-and-neck patients undergoing radiation therapy (75).

Intestinal toxicity in the form of gut mucosa disruption leading to leaky gut or diarrhea is common during chemotherapy. Again, glutamine has shown benefit in preventing chemotherapy-related intestinal toxicity in some studies. Approximately half of 51 subjects undergoing 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy with leucovorin who also took 30 g/day of oral glutamine were found to have a significantly lower intestinal permeability score (p < 0.001), and a lower percentage of these subjects experienced grade 2 to 4 mucositis (9% versus 38%; p < 0.001) compared to controls (76). Moreover, among 70 gastrointestinal cancer subjects undergoing 5-fluorouracil therapy, the group also receiving glutamine (18 g/day for 5 days before and until 15 days after chemotherapy) experienced decreased incidence of diarrhea and use of loperamide tablets (p = 0.09 and p = 0.002, respectively) compared to a control group receiving a placebo. Patients undergoing combined glutamine therapy and chemotherapy also experienced decreased permeability and increased intestinal absorption (p = 0.02) compared to a control group (77). However, 33 patients with advanced breast cancer experienced no decrease in diarrhea incidence after taking 30 g/day of glutamine in 3 divided doses for 8 days during the interval between doxifluridine chemotherapy (78). Despite these mixed results regarding the efficacy of glutamine therapy, there is no evidence that it decreases response to chemotherapy.

Probiotics have been used to decrease gastrointestinal toxicity resulting from both chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Colorectal cancer patients receiving one of two 5-fluorouracil-based chemotherapy regimens, who were also randomized to receive either Lactobacillus rhamnosus at a dose of 1 to 2 × 10 organisms or 11 g/day of guar gum experienced fewer episodes of high-grade diarrhea (22% versus 37%; p = 0.027) and less abdominal discomfort, needed less hospital care, and required fewer reductions in chemotherapy dosage due to bowel toxicity. No toxicity has been noted with the Lactobacillus therapy (79).

Peripheral neuropathy is a potentially debilitating side effect caused by a number of chemotherapeutic agents, especially platinum-based drugs and taxanes. In a nonrandomized, controlled clinical trial, 33 patients administered 10 g of glutamine 3 times a day for 4 days starting 24 hours after chemotherapy together with high-dose paclitaxel experienced a significant decrease in severity of sensory neuropathy in terms of both dysesthesia and numbness (p < 0.05), better motor function, lower incidence and severity of motor weakness (p = 0.04), and
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less disturbance in gait (p = 0.016) in comparison with 12 patients receiving only conventional care (80).

Among 86 metastatic colon cancer patients undergoing oxaliplatin-5-fluorouracil chemotherapy, reduced incidence of moderate-grade neuropathy after 2 (17% versus 39%), 4 (5% versus 18%), and 6 (12% versus 32%) cycles of treatment, less interference with activities of daily living (17% versus 41%), and less reduction in chemotherapy due to neuropathy (7% versus 27%) was reported for 44 patients administered 15 g of glutamine twice a day for the first 7 days of chemotherapy (81).

Concurrent administration of vitamin E (alpha-tocopherol) with platinum- and taxane-based chemotherapy has also shown benefit in preventing chemotherapy-related neuropathy. In one study, 13 of 27 subjects receiving 300 mg of alpha-tocopherol twice a day throughout treatment with cisplatin experienced both decreased incidence (31% versus 86%; p < 0.01) and severity of neurotoxicity (p < 0.01) compared with patients receiving conventional care (82). No differences in survival and tumor response were observed between the 2 groups, and both groups received a standard antiemetic on the first day. After the first cycle, patients were crossed over to the alternate protocol. Ginger as well as metoclopramide has been shown to delay nausea with less restlessness, in addition to conventional antiemetics have not improved acute efficacy (83).

6. NUTRITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION

Referring to an array of intensive therapies, including allo- and auto-grafts of bone marrow or peripheral hematopoietic stem cells, HSCT is the standard treatment provided when attempting to cure a large variety of hematological disorders, chemo-sensitive solid tumors, and severe autoimmune diseases (84).

Undergoing allogeneic or autologous HSCT should be considered a stressful event requiring a high level of energy. The energy requirements differ in allogeneic or autologous HSCT recipients and are affected by patient characteristics, including age, performance status, and presence of co-morbidities, such as metabolic diseases; disease features, such as presence of solid or hematological cancer and disease stage and status; type of transplant, whether autologous or allogeneic transplant from family or unrelated donors; type and intensity of conditioning regimen, whether calling for myeloablative or non-myeloablative treatment, associated chemotherapy and immunotherapy, or radiotherapy; and the quality, number, and type (i.e., peripheral, bone marrow, or cord blood stem) of re-infused stem cells. The different combination of these variables results in different transplantation outcomes and a wide range and degree of short- and long-term complications.

Conditioning regimens affect not only tumor cells but also non-tumor cells, especially rapidly replicating cells, such as enterocytes, colonic epithelial cells, and lymphocytes. The conditioning regimen thus induces very important changes in the gastrointestinal tract and the immune system and, as a consequence, produces important metabolic and nutritional alterations (85).

HSCT complications affecting a patient’s nutritional status may be mainly summarized as 1) digestive (e.g., diarrhea, mucositis, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and taste and smell alterations), 2) graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), and 3) hepatic veno-occlusive disease (sinusoidal obstruction syndrome). GVHD is a severe complication of allogeneic HSCT that occurs when immune-competent graft cells react against host-cell antigens, and may be acute or chronic. In its acute form, GVHD appears with signs and symptoms affecting the gastrointestinal system, skin, and liver (86-87). Gastrointestinal involvement may be characterized by intestinal crypt destruction followed by diffuse diarrhea with severe nitrogen loss and mucosal ulcers with possible perforation requiring emergency surgery (88). This situation prevents administration of oral nutrition, forcing clinicians to start total parental nutrition (TPN), and contributes to the development of infections. The same scenario is experienced by approximately 16% to 25% of patients with chronic GVHD who develop gastrointestinal involvement several months or years post transplant. Hepatic veno-occlusive disease is histologically characterized by stenosis and occlusion of hepatic venules with hepatocyte damage as a result of the toxic effects of chemotherapy. Generally developing within 3 weeks after autologous or allogeneic transplantation, hepatic veno-occlusive disease is usually accompanied by weight gain and high bilirubin and serum transaminase levels, followed by oliguria, sodium and water retention, ascites, hepatic failure, and liver encephalopathy (89).

Nutritional status and the role of nutritional screening before transplantation are typically not well investigated in patients undergoing autologous or allogeneic HSCT in clinical practice. However, experts agree with the inclusion of a nutritional assessment in the pre-transplantation work-up (90). Notably, impaired nutritional status before transplantation is reported as a negative prognostic factor for outcome after HSCT, having been associated with increased length of hospital stay and prolonged time to engraftment, and is of particular concern among elderly HSCT candidates (91-94).

Once-a-week nitrogen balance measurement is considered the most accurate way of assessing nutritional status in HSCT candidates, as it evaluates the direct expression of the imbalance between protein breakdown and synthesis. Moreover, daily monitoring of weight (primarily to judge hydration status), along with measurement of blood glucose, serum electrolyte, BUN/urea, and serum creatinine levels and calorie and protein intake, is advised. Finally, twice weekly measurement of liver function to detect abnormalities caused by TPN and weekly monitoring of serum albumin, serum transferrin (reflective of amino acid intake for visceral protein synthesis), and serum triglyceride levels may be suggested (95).
Nutritional requirements in patients undergoing transplantation are increased due to intense catabolism (96). There is consensus that the energy requirements of transplant recipients may increase up to 130% to 150% of estimated basal energy expenditure, corresponding to a 30% to 50% increase in kcal/kg of body weight per day (89, 96-97). Protein needs are also elevated above the typical amino acid dose of 1.5 to 2 g/kg/day. A mixture of long chain triglycerides containing saturated fatty acid moieties of 20 to 40 carbons and medium-chain triglycerides of 6 to 12 carbons should provide 30% to 40% of non-protein energy (Table 2) (98-99). Electrolytes, vitamins, and trace elements (e.g., chromium, zinc, copper, manganese, and selenium) should be added to TPN according to the recommended daily amount.

Table 2. Nutritional requirements in HSCT. Modified from (90)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrients</th>
<th>Severe malnutrition: severe complications</th>
<th>No severe malnutrition: mild complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proteins (g x kg$^{-1}$ x d$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.8-2,5</td>
<td>1.5-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrates (g x kg$^{-1}$ x d$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids (g x kg$^{-1}$ x d$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.8-2</td>
<td>1.5-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine (g x kg$^{-1}$ x d$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.35-0.55</td>
<td>0.35-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω-3 Fatty acids</td>
<td>20% of total lipids</td>
<td>20% of total lipids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins E and C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the need for more research into the topic, low-nutritional diets are indicated to prevent sepsis in transplant recipients. In particular, patients should avoid foods containing yeast or gram-negative bacteria and foods intrinsically contaminated with microorganisms, such as raw eggs, raw or rare-cooked meat, fish, seafood, and unpasteurized milk (100).

Moreover, provision of a specialized form of nutritional support may have a role in HSCT. For instance, some authors have found that administration of glutamine, a non-essential amino acid, improves nitrogen balance and immune system function while appearing to reduce risk of infection and compromising the intestinal mucosa. As a precursor of central nervous system neurotransmitters, glutamine also appears to have a role in mood improvement, and has been associated with shorter length of hospital stay (101-104). While several investigators have found glutamine to be safe and have positive metabolic effects, other investigators believe that its clinical usefulness has not been demonstrated (105).

Clinicians have also studied the role of dietary compounds in inflammatory response modulation, increased rate of immunocompetence restoration, and preservation of the integrity and function of the gastrointestinal mucosa. Among these, several nutrients with antioxidant properties, such as vitamin E and beta-carotene, have been shown beneficial in preventing oxidative damage and apoptosis in animal models (106). Lipids and newer lipoid emulsions containing oleic acid and omega-3 fatty acids have been demonstrated to provide an immunomodulatory effect obtained via decreased cytokine production and control of carbohydrate intolerance (107-108).

As concerns the route of artificial nutrition administration, TPN is largely favored to enteral nutrition (EN) in HSCT patients in clinical practice. In fact, nausea, vomiting, oro-esophageal mucositis, and intestinal GVHD prevent the insertion and subsequent tolerability of nasogastric tubes, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, or surgical jejunostomy. Reported TPN complications are typically metabolic or related to the central venous catheter. Metabolic complications include abnormal liver function (i.e., elevation of transaminase, serum bilirubin, and alkaline phosphate levels) that enters in differential diagnosis with drug toxicity, infections, veno-occlusive liver disease, GVHD, or relapse of malignancy as other common causes of elevated liver enzymes during HSCT. Central-venous catheter complications include not only infections but also venous thromboembolism, mechanical obstruction, and dislodgment and leakage of the catheter (95). Studies comparing the effects of TPN and EN in HSCT patients found increased rates of morbidity, diarrhea, and hyperglycemia and delayed time to engraftment but less weight loss with TPN (109-112). EN may be associated with a decreased risk of severe GVHD (113). Notably, the oral route should be employed whenever possible and artificial support should be initiated only when oral intake proves to be insufficient.

Patients receiving HSCT are liable to develop malnutrition because of their underlying disease, the conditioning regimen, and treatment-related toxicity. In conclusion, due to the increase in morbidity and mortality reported in malnourished patients receiving HSCT, appropriate nutritional evaluation of patients should be encouraged during all transplantation phases.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Cachexia is a particularly debilitating syndrome characterized by progressive atrophy of the adipose tissue and skeletal muscle that affects up to 50% of cancer patients and is associated with adverse outcomes. In this study, we reviewed the physiopathology of cachexia and the pharmacological agents in clinical practice or under evaluation that may have a role in cancer cachexia management.

Based on our review, we presented general considerations regarding nutritional and food choices for cancer patients. In our review of the literature on the use of DS and CAM during chemo-radiotherapy, we found that the harmful effects remain largely theoretical while there is evidence of some benefits. Few herbal products contain...
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toxic components, and few studies on herb–drug interactions are reported in the literature. We reported on antioxidant properties of certain foods and their role in the relief of specific cancer symptoms, such as mucositis, intestinal toxicity, neuropathy, and nausea. We concluded by examining the increasing interest in nutritional status assessment in HSCT, particularly as malnourished patients undergoing HSCT have increased risk of morbidity and mortality.
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